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A Vicar's Tale: Concerning Dr J.D.Perkins, Vicar of Dawlish 1807-1846
by David Allanach
The following is a report of a Debtors Court hearing in the Stamford Mercury 10 October 1817.
Dr Perkins: I came into possession of Dawlish [Parish] 10 years ago. Dawlish was worth about £700p.a. But in the first
four years only produced £429p.a. I let it at that time to Mr [John Edye] Manning. At the end of four years Mr Manning
became embarrassed [financially] and left the country; I then employed a bailiff and took the trouble collecting the
tithes myself, for the parishioners refused to compound [i.e. convert produce to money] with me...they declared they
would pay the tithes in no other way than in kind.
Prosecutor:You have borrowed £5000 in the last five years – what has become of these monies?
Dr Perkins: The cause of my ruin is entirely owing to a most base conspiracy in Dawlish. The parishioners knowing
that I had no farm to consume the tithes in kind; no barns or granaries or any place to deposit the tithes; no wagons to
take the tithes to market to dispose of, determined to effect my ruin and they said 'He has got no stable nor horses or
barns and we will pay him in kind and that will do him up.' I was in consequence compelled to build cottages and barns
in which to deposit the tithes and employed a bailiff to collect them, for which I allowed 10%. The bailiff was a most
wicked fellow, he told me he was my partner and I could not get rid of him. He persisted in receiving the tithes and
after he had collected them he suffered them to lie on the ground and rot.
Judge: A more lamentable proof of the temper of the parishioners [of Dawlish] never was disclosed in a court. Not a
single fact has transpired that has cast the slightest dishonour upon the character of the insolvent. I therefore judge that
Dr Perkins be discharged.
There are many puzzling aspects to this. The Debtors Court was probably in London with no-one to challenge Dr
Perkins’ account but the judge seems to have accepted his word and thereby damned Dawlish. If local people had been
present would the vicar have made such a scathing attack on his parishioners?
Not all the facts Dr Perkins gave tie up with our current understanding of affairs. Certainly if J.E.Manning was
involved in collecting the tithes then it is quite likely
that he left the vicar in a difficult position as he too
was a near-bankrupt. Whether parishioners changed
their method of paying tithes from money to kind,
which was the traditional way, we cannot know. What
we do know is that there was an old tithe barn still in
existence between Church House and the church
which, according to our historian Tricia, was at this
time used for keeping tools and building materials and
could presumably have been used for tithes in kind in
an emergency. A new tithe barn had been built on
Stonelands Farm ground before 1794 according to the
Manor Roll. (Pictured left in 1967 before demolition
for the Stonelands estate.) This seems to directly
conflict with the vicar's account.
We do know that Dr Perkins had money troubles. In November 1815 the Sheriff of Devon ordered the sale of the
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vicar's household furniture, a harpsichord, a 3-day clock, two horses and 20 pigs etc. and Tricia believes that in 1816
two Dawlish men offered to pay his rates for him.
Somehow Dr Perkins affairs must have been settled after the court case, probably through influential friends - after all
he was or had been chaplain to King George IV and King William IV. However, he continued to have money problems
as in 1824 his rates had to be paid by local man Daniel Litton. He continued to have a long association with Dawlish,
and oversaw the rebuilding of the church. According to Muriel Bradshaw in her book on St Gregory's parish church
The Church in this Place he 'had many important functions in the town; he was a J.P. and chairman of influential
financial committees' [!] She also states that 'we should admire Dr Perkins for his wisely firm hands on the reins of the
vestry.' None of which seems to tie up with his account of his relationship with his parishioners in the Debtors Court.
A note about tithes
The right to receive tithes was granted to the English churches by King Ethelwulf in 855. Parishioners had to pay one
tenth of their annual produce of crops and animals as a tax for the support of the church and clergy. By the early 1800s
things were not so clear cut and adjustable payments known as compositions were increasingly being substituted for
the crops and animals. Moreover some people had managed to buy themselves out of the tithe system. It was also not
entirely unusual for tithes to be paid to someone other than the local clergy, often it was the lord of the manor,
although this was clearly not the case in Dawlish. However, Tricia tells me that the tithes due from the large local farms
such as Langdon and Secmaton were leased out and would not have been collected by the vicar. The system of tithes
gradually ended with the Tithe Commutation Act of 1836 where tithes were replaced by a commutation payment. The
bonus of this act for the local historian is that each parish had a tithe map drawn up to show who owned what in order
to calculate payments. Two very large tithe maps covering Dawlish are held at the Devon Heritage Centre, but they can
also be viewed online.
Further thoughts on this important period of Dawlish’s history by Tricia Whiteaway
At the time of Perkins’ arrival at Dawlish I feel they were having a ‘Brexit’ of their own.
In 1802 the Dean & Chapter of Exeter Cathedral decided to sell Dawlish (without any option to the farming folk,
which was their first worry.) They sold it to Fortescue (who had no money ) so about 1806 he had to sell chunks of it
to his brother in-law Brickdale, and Eales (his solicitor) and J E Manning. This was even more worrying as the latter
wanted to re-plan the centre of Dawlish i.e. the Lawn and opening up building land. In 1807 the whole 162 acres of
Barton land (around the centre of the town mainly) was for sale in 19 lots. The farmers, their labourers, smallholders
and anyone concerned with the land must have been in a terrible state. They could not afford to buy at the price being
asked. They had no idea if the new owner would keep them on. Some of the land was offered for building and it was
the builders who were prospering.
Duckaller and Botchell farms were offered first to let (in 1793) then for sale – nothing happened for 10 years! It was
very unusual for a farm to go unmanaged. For the people concerned It must have been very unsettling not to know.
Then monied people from Exeter came down and bought farms to turn into ‘estates around a big house’. So labourers
became gardening labourers, and their wives servants.
For centuries every year a Court Baron and Leet was held to which the people attended to see who would be the next
tenant following a death, who had done wrong, etc , but from 1807 the courts were irregular (1814,1818, 1829 and
finally 1831) and there were said to be no ‘presentments’ (written notes). So Thomas Prowse, son of the previous
vicar, wrote to Richard Eales (the solicitor) ‘We the undersigned holders of estates by Copy of Court Roll being held by
Richard Eales Esq who states himself to be Lord of the Manor of Dawlish that he hath sold the Reversion in fee of our
estates – Weech, Badlake, Sopers and Wellands without our knowledge or consent, endeavouring to disenfranchise us
from renewal, surrender of other our rights and privileges...do demand from the Lord and his Steward the renewals of
our estates according to the custom of the manor’.
Eales replied ‘I know of no such custom as you allude to respecting the tenants Copy Presentment Book nor shall I
suffer the Presentments to be copied into this book which you say I have got whilst I am Lord of the Manor which I
shall be until Lady Day next when John Edye Manning will be.’ So it is very difficult to argue with a solicitor who is
Lord of the Manor!
Then of course there was the Great Flood of 1810 which broke houses down and cost Manning a lot of money – all
these things must have worried the local people as to their jobs, security for their houses, and as it was the Church who
started this upset, no wonder they were not pleased to help the new vicar!
If he was so high to be a royal chaplain, why was Dr Perkins sent to Dawlish? Was it because he was a bankrupt (after
borrowing £5,000) was he sent here in disgrace?
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Visit to Ugbrooke House on 2nd July 2019: Report by Keith Gibson
Ugbrooke House has been the home of the
Clifford family for over four hundred years
up to the present day and like so many
historic properties has had its ups and
downs. A letter has been found recently
written in 1951 by the then Lord Clifford
to his land agent commenting on the state
of the house, in the letter he said ‘If I
cannot find a willing tenant to take it on I
will have to apply to the court for
demolition.’
It was rescued in 1957 when Hugh
Clifford, who became the 13th Lord, and
his wife were asked by his uncle, Sir Bede Clifford, to come home from Australia where they were living, they
painstakingly restored the house back into a family home. Thomas Clifford, the present Lord, has continued the work
with his wife using her extensive interior design skills from her professional life on the interior decoration. Their son,
Alexander, is the current custodian of the family seat. The result of a lot of hard work is a beautifully and tastefully
restored house.
Before going to Ugbrooke House I had been told
that seeing the Chapel is a must, after a short
introduction to this part of the tour the guide
opened a hidden door in a bookcase revealing an
amazing sight, the Chapel, the immediate
comment from our treasurer was WOW. It is
indeed a must to be seen.
Amongst the other highlights of the tour were the
Adam-designed Library and so many wonderful
pieces of furniture, in particular the Chippendale
four poster bed. One comment was that it was
nice to see the number of artefacts that had
belonged to the house and not brought in, as so
often happens.
The guides, Clive, Bill and Jean, gave us a
fascinating insight into the history of the house and
the Clifford family, a very interesting visit.

Dawlish Dairies by Tricia Whiteaway
When was the last time we heard the familiar clink of milk bottles being delivered at dawn to your door-step in
Dawlish and empties removed (one of the first recyclables). For me it was about 1990 by the Express Dairies. And if
you wanted an extra pint you would have to visit their distribution centre in Shutterton (where the recycling area used
to be). Of course this was prior to the building of most of our local supermarkets in Teignmouth and Newton Abbot.
Here in Dawlish there was a was a small Co-op shop in Park Road from the 1930s, then came Gateways in the Strand
in the 1970s, that became Somerfield, taken over later by a larger Co-op that expanded into where the old Woolworths
store had been.
As a child we had a horse driven milkman and I loved the horse so much. I would run out to see him with a piece of
bread or lump of sugar (we didn’t have apples to spare) whenever he clopped into view – this was obviously when the
milkman was collecting his weekly bill as I was probably still in bed at delivery time in the early morning, a service
that had been going on all over the country for many years perhaps since the 1920s probably earlier in the cities. Of
course I never did ride him. However, later I remember in the 1960s certainly in Surrey and Devon there had been a
few small local farmers delivering their milk (in bottles), occasionally delivered by the farmer himself. Of course if
you did not want to pay the little extra for the delivery service there were grocers shops everywhere that could sell you
a pint - then later so did the garages!
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So the 1920s seem to have been the last time when milk came by the jug, from a churn on a pony or donkey and trap
(as this photo shows of Regent Street). In the 1930s S.H. Knight in Brunswick had a dairy that advertised ‘eggs, milk,
butter, honey poultry and vegetables’ a trifle more than most other dairies offered.
In the 1660s tea was very expensive (£6-£10 a lb.) but in 1784 the tax was reduced considerably. In the 1860s duty on
tea was again dropped by half, from 1s. to 6d. although it was still quite expensive. (In wealthy houses tea was usually
locked in a tea caddy and opened by the ‘lady of the house’ but the used tea were the perks of the cook who could dry it
and sell it on quietly). At that time Pasteur began treating milk making it safer to drink and this must have been the
time when drinking tea became even more popular with the British.
(It’s interesting to consider how the tradition began of drinking milk with tea. For those well to do people using
delicate china cups in the 17th and 18th centuries, hot liquid would have cracked the cups so adding cold milk would
have prevented this. For the less well-off using sturdier drinking vessels the reason to add milk may have been to make
the very expensive tea go further (milk would have been much cheaper) and to reduce the rather bitter taste of the tea
without the need for sugar, which was also expensive.

In Dawlish in the 1830s under the heading of ‘Grocers and Dealers in Sundries’ one could take a jug to buy milk from
two dairies in the Strand, and one each in Brook Street, Beach Lane, Park Hill and Brunswick. Two dairies were
recorded in the Census Returns in 1851. One was in Old Town Street run by Charles Batsone, the son of Charles
Batstone the farmer of Lower Southwood, who farmed there from at least 1811 (however, by 1861 both had moved to
Plumstead, Kent). The other was run by the Blackmore family who were small farmers for many years; Sam
Blackmore was a dairyman in Park Street (now Strand Hill) with William Blackmore (who had the plot of ground
between Brook Street and Regent Street) from the 1870s had a shop in Old Town Street.
Strangely two coal-merchants, John Stokes (previous landlord of the Swan) and Richard Williams (next to the school in
Old Town Street) were also dairymen in the1880s/90s. At that time William Trant had a shop in Park Road, Charles
Crebey was in Church Street and John Carpenter (farmer of Rixdale) had one in Piermont Place.
In the later 19th century John Wills called himself ‘Dairyman’ but he also had a coffee shop where the Electric Ink
tattoo emporium is now at No 25 Brunswick Place. In the thatched cottage in Beach Lane Alice Talbot kept a dairy, and
in Queen Lane (off Old Town Street) there was William Browning. But the most long-standing shop (1878 to the
present time) was dairyman John Cox of Queen Street who probably started by using the front parlour of his house. It
was later run by Orlando Gay who enlarged it in 1957 by demolishing two cottages along the High Street for a loading
bay and car park, for the small supermarket that some time later became Costcutter.
Of course if you lived near a farm that had cows, I am sure you could pop in for a pint or two, but for them to deliver
milk usually meant extra staff and such as a donkey or pony and trap. Then by the 1930s facilities were needed for
bottling the milk, so it became more convenient for a dairyman to send all his milk away to a central point and that was
Dairy Crest, our nearest centre.
The photos above are :
(Left) Mr Knight in his horse-drawn milk delivery cart with his children (L-R) Gerald, Iris and Alan, 1932.
(Right) Mr P.K.Long of the Central Dairy, Strand, and his Singer Junior 8 delivery van, 1935.
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In the 1930s, when milk cost 3d a pint, there was Trants (West End Dairy, 44 Park Road, taken over by Marks), almost
opposite was Beatrice Burgess at No.11. At the top of the Strand was Wilf Crapp’s Lawn Dairy, and at No.20 was the
Central Dairy. And nobody could forget Charlie Hext bringing his cows along Church Street in the afternoons,
hindering only a few cars, ready for milking them at his farm, Stonelands in Weech Road. By the 1950s Partridges is
remembered as our local
deliveryman from Aller, and
our senior locals will
remember St Mark’s Dairy
(as it was next door to St
Mark’s church) which was S
H Knight’s in Brunswick
Place. Also in the 1940s
there was Daw Vale Dairies
in Piermont Place, and later
Gay’s Creamery appeared in
Brunswick Place, where of course it is still going strong.
These two adverts are from the Dawlish Official Guide of 1959.

Visit to the Custom House and Exeter Quay, September 3 2019: Report by Keith Gibson
Ray Bickel organised a very interesting
visit starting at the Custom House with a
film giving a short basic history of Exeter.
Following this we looked round the
displays showing the history of the area.
The upper floor is accessed by a sweeping
staircase and two of the rooms have
amazing ornate plaster ceilings, worth a
visit just for them.
Outside the Custom House are two
cannon, they were never fired. They were
made for the Russians during the
Napoleonic wars but were never paid for
and were not delivered.
These were the start of the second part of
the visit, when Ray took us on a short tour
of the Quay and we ended up at the
Medieval Bridge, something I had seen
many times from my car but did not even
know that it was known as the Medieval
Bridge. It was a very informative tour and
sparked off quite a lot of discussion,
which for my part was continued with
George Lipscomb and David Watts on our
return train journey.
(A detailed history of the many
incarnations of the bridge over the Exe
can be found at
http://www.exetermemories.co.uk)
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News from 1892

by David Gearing

This is the latest in a series of pieces based on articles found in our remaining collection of old local newspapers – in
this case Westcotts Local Press from the first of December 1892. As noted before, this was a weekly paper that had a
small area devoted to local matters and a much larger section of national/ international news and opinion.
In the local news section there was a report of a meeting of the Dawlish Ratepayer’s Association. It describes a
report they had received from the Local Board (the equivalent of today’s Town Council) to various requests and
proposals they had made. This is the first time
the Board had replied formally in this way.
Among other things it says that ‘The Board
undertook to take into consideration the
proposals that relate to the Viaduct and Subways,
and the reconstruction of urinals beneath the
Viaduct, objecting however to have one placed at
the Boatman’s Cove. …. The Station Master and
the Chief Officer of the Coastguards were to be
communicated with as to refuse soil being
deposited on the beach. [Apparently this was
local builders using the beach as an easy dumping ground. A photo of the beach in 1892 is shown above.] …. The
Board did not consider a convenience of ladies was necessary and declined to entertain the suggestion.’ The article
goes on to say that the Association thanked the Local Board for their report, ‘but at the same time expressing regret at
their decision with regard to conveniences for ladies. It was considered that the shopkeepers would provide such
accommodation as was necessary, but ultimately Dawlish ought to follow the good example set in large towns.’
On other subjects ‘A member asked if there was one law for the rich and another for the poor, and called attention to
the fact that a gentleman was allowed to keep his pigs close to a dwelling-house – and some discussion ensued upon
this subject’ …. Mr Oliver suggested that a public play-ground should be provided, but one member pointed out it
would be of no use, as the boys would be certain to go and play somewhere else out of “pure cussedness”.’
The next thing that caught my eye was this short piece on Henry Tate renewing his offer to donate his collection of 65
contemporary paintings to the nation on the condition that they be displayed in a suitable gallery. He had made the
original offer three years earlier. The most obvious place to display the collection was the National Gallery, but that
was full. So Tate also offered £80,000 toward the construction of a new gallery, but it wasn’t until the following year
that a suitable location was found and construction work
commenced, on the site of the former Millbank Prison. In the
end Tate paid the full building cost of £160,000 (equivalent to
about £75m), and the National Gallery of
British Art opened on 21 July 1897.
(From the start it was commonly known
as the Tate Gallery, eventually adopting
that name officially in 1932.)
It’s interesting that the author of the
article describes a work by Luke Fildes as
one of the most important in Tate’s
bequest. I know a bit about Victorian
painters (especially the Pre-Raphaelites
who were a particular interest of Tate),
but confess I hadn’t heard of Fildes.
These days most people would select J.E.Millais’ Ophelia or J.M.
Waterhouse’s The Lady of Shalott as highlights of his collection.
Anyway, the work in question is shown below, then newly painted
in 1891. At that time Fildes (1843-1927) was highly regarded as a
magazine and book illustrator as well as an oil painter. The Doctor
is probably his best known work, inspired by the tragic death of his
son from typhoid on Christmas Day 1877, but he also painted
various portraits commemorating the 1902 coronation of King
Edward VII and Queen Alexandra.
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Henry Tate commissioned Fildes to paint a work of
‘social realism’ on a topic of his own choosing.
Fildes was paid £3,000, a sum he felt was too small
for such a painting and less than he expected for a
portrait. The painting caught the public's attention
and was sent on a tour of Britain.
In 1947 it was reproduced on a U.S. postage stamp
for the centenary of the American Medical
Association, which in 1949 used it in their campaign
against nationalised medical care as proposed by
President Truman. The image was printed on 65,000
posters and brochures with the slogan Keep Politics
Out of this Picture. This campaign undoubtedly
helped to create the continuing public distrust of
state-funded medical care in the United States.

There is also a report of the Stanley Cycle Show in London, described as the
‘largest show of cycles ever held’. This annual show had started in 1878,
included motorised vehicles as early as 1896, and continued until 1910, after
which it was supplanted by the 1911 Olympia Motor Cycle Show and Olympia's
International Motor Exhibition. The 1892 show included trick cycle riding,
gymnastic displays, musical entertainments, and displays of compact easy-tooperate photographic equipment intended for use by cyclists.
The article says that the show pays particular attention to improving the
pneumatic tyre (presumably because it was liable to puncture): ‘The flexible tyre
wheel exhibited on one stand is an attempt to secure in metal the results of the
pneumatic tyre. It consists of double rims with S-shaped springs between, and it
is contended that it is less liable to injury than the ordinary anti-vibration tyre.’
There was also an exhibit of disc wheels, both solid and hollowed out, and
attempts at offering an alternative to heavy tricycles if significant weights need
to be transported. Several firms specialising in ladies’ machines were exhibiting,
in particular the ‘Seabreeze’ which featured a new saddle with a slight rest for
the back, and a flattened top to enable easier mounting and dismounting by
ladies wearing the very long skirts of the 1890s.
The sketches at right were included in the article to illustrate these exhibits.

The final piece I’ve selected from the 1/12/1892 issue is the surprising news of the impending prosecution of
Ferdinand de Lesseps, French diplomat and engineer, the celebrated developer of the Suez Canal, which linked the
Mediterranean to the Red Sea, significantly reducing sailing times between Europe and Asia. By this time de Lesseps
was 87 years old. His successful management of the construction of
the Suez Canal between 1859 and 1869 in the face of continual
opposition and criticism, particularly from the British Government,
was a remarkable achievement.
Then ten years after its completion a congress of 136 delegates
(including de Lesseps) assembled in Paris and voted to proceed with
the Panama Canal, which was to be built without locks, like the Suez
Canal. De Lesseps, then 74, was appointed President of the Panama
Canal Company. Construction began in 1882 but practical
difficulties of operating in the wet tropics dogged the project.
Particularly disastrous were recurrent landslides into the excavations
from the bordering water-saturated hills, and many workers dying
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from malaria and yellow fever. There was
insufficient financial capital to overcome
these difficulties, and the situation was
made worse by financial corruption. The
Panama Canal Company declared itself
bankrupt at the end of 1888. The failure
of the project was referred to as the
Panama Canal Scandal, after rumours
circulated that French politicians and journalists had
received bribes. By 1892 it emerged that 150 French deputies had
been bribed into voting for the allocation of financial aid to the
Panama Canal Company, and in February 1893 de Lesseps, his son
Charles, and a number of others faced trial and were found guilty.
De Lesseps was ordered to pay a fine and serve a prison sentence,
but the latter was overturned by a higher court on the grounds that it
had been more than three years since the crime was committed. De
Lesseps died at the end of 1894, aged 89.
(The Panama Canal was subsequently built, with locks, by a U.S.
Government-controlled enterprise between 1904 and 1914.)

Capt. Rooth/ WWI
In David Allanach’s article on Dr Cann in the last Newsetter he mentioned that Cann’s daughter Amy married Captain
Rooth of the Royal Dublin Fusileers in Dawlish a grand ceremony in June 1895, departing shortly afterwards for India
where Captain Rooth’s regiment was stationed. When Bob Vickery read the article he was reminded that he had
searched for some facts for the WWI website article on Richard Alexander Rooth, who died in the War leaving a
widow and children. Bob says that ‘The family descendants live in this region (Chudleigh and beyond), although his
nephew is now in a home and suffering from dementia. I had the luck of meeting him four years ago to prepare the
material on him and obtain photos. I will add a reference to the DLHG material on the Rooth page of the WWI
website. We have just placed an additional plaque on the War Memorial which includes Rooth's name.’

Upcoming Events
Teign Heritage Centre: October 1 to November 2: Teignmouth Then And Now: An exhibition focussing on Fore Street,
Teign Street and Bank Street.
Devon History Society: 12 October, 11am - 4pm, Rougemont Room, Exeter Central Library: Conference: The
Maritime History of Devon
Exeter Local History Society: October 17, 7pm Jury’s Inn Exeter : Not Quite One of Us – Individuals and the Mob by
Todd Gray.
Kingsteignton History Society: November 2, 7.30pm United Reform Church: The French Onion Johnnies by Colin
Vosper.
DLHG: November 5, 2.30pm Manor House: The Victorian Garden by Suzanne Jones.
RAMM Museum Exeter: Various exhibitions and events – see https://www.rammuseum.org.uk/ exhibs and events
Devon Rural Archive: Programme of talks (and Shilstone House tours if you missed our group visit in 2017) - see
devonruralarchive.com/ events & talks programme.

Please - More articles, reports, pictures, whatever …

(A plea from the editor, David Gearing)

I’ve now been preparing the Newsletter for three years, that’s 12 editions since October 2016. For the time being I’m
happy to continue, provided there is a regular flow of contributions from members/ readers – and right now I have
nothing in reserve and would really welcome a couple of new articles between now and the end of the year. Please get
in touch if you’re thinking you might have a go at something that interests you – I may be able to help.
By the way, our latest new book: Dawlish and the Railway: 1901 to Today will be launched at the October 1 meeting. If
you’re unable to be at the meeting and would like a copy please call/email Chris Marsh (who now handles book sales)
or call in at the Tourist Information Centre, as I’m sure they will be stocking it.
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